Minerals, Navigable Waters, Oil & Gas
Priest Lake
Supervisory Area

- DANIEL BROWN
  LANDS AREA MGR - PRIEST LAKE COOLIN

  - DAVID THORNTON
    LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FIRE WARDEN COOLIN
    
    - JOHN COOK
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC - ASSISTANT FIRE WARDEN COOLIN

    - KASE BELMONT
      LAND RESOURCE FOREMAN (.83) COOLIN

  - RHEA WARREN
    ADMIN ASST 1 COOLIN

  - RON DURHAM JR
    LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN
    
    - JOE HOEPFER
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN

    - KEITH ZALEWSKI
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN

    - NEAL CARY
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN

    - NEIL YOUNG
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN

    - ROBERT FUNK
      LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT COOLIN
Ponderosa Supervisory Area

CHRIS TRETTER
LANDS AREA MGR - PONDEROSA DEARY

ALISA SCHOTZKO
LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

BRENDAN NEWMAN
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

DOUG MORFORD
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

LEVI HUNT
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

DERRICK REEVES
LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

NATE HESS
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

NICHOL KING
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

ROBBIE EASELY
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT DEARY

LORI WEATHERFORD
ADMIN ASST 1 DEARY

VACANT
OFFICE SPECIALIST 2 (0.67 FTE) DEARY

MIKE MCMANUS
LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FIRE WARDEN DEARY

BRYDON PROCTOR
LAND RESOURCE FOREMAN - TEAKEN HAND CREW (.83) DEARY

TAYLOR SPENCE
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC - ASSISTANT FIRE WARDEN DEARY

ROBERT BARKLEY
LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - PRIVATE FORESTRY CENTERAL

HAILEY FRANK
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - PRIVATE FORESTRY SPECIALIST SAINT MARIES

RODNEY COCHRANE
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - PRIVATE FORESTRY SPECIALIST KINGSTON

RYAN MCNAIR
LANDS RESOURCE SPEC - PRIVATE FORESTRY SPECIALIST SAINT MARIES
Payette Lakes Supervisory Area

- SCOTT CORKILL
  LANDS AREA MGR - PAYETTE LAKES MCCALL

- DIANE GREEN
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - MINERALS MCCALL

- JASEN KING
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - PUB TRUST MCCALL

- SCOTT HOWERTON
  LANDS RESOURCE SUPV - FOREST MANAGEMENT MCCALL

- HOWARD WRIGHT
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT MCCALL

- LUCAS PATE
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC - FOREST MANAGEMENT MCCALL

- MICHAEL PAYNE
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - FOREST MANAGEMENT MCCALL

- SCOTT SIEVERS
  LANDS RESOURCE SPEC, SR - PRIVATE FORESTRY SPECIALIST MCCALL

- TERESA BENTZ
  ADMIN ASST 1 MCCALL